Revealing Transition States during the Hydration of Clay Minerals.
A molecular-scale understanding of the transition between hydration states in clay minerals remains a challenging problem because of the very fast stepwise swelling process observed from X-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments. XRD profile modeling assumes the coexistence of multiple hydration states in a clay sample to fit the experimental XRD pattern obtained under humid conditions. While XRD profile modeling provides a macroscopic understanding of the heterogeneous hydration structure of clay minerals, a microscopic model of the transition between hydration states is still missing. Here, for the first time, we use molecular dynamics simulation to investigate the transition states between a dry interlayer, one-layer hydrate, and two-layer hydrate. We find that the hydrogen bonds that form across the interlayer at the clay particle edge make an important contribution to the energy barrier to interlayer hydration, especially for initial hydration.